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present paper is part of a larger study of thd deVelopment
*

during the elementary school years. Theof children's imagination

question posed was whether childrencoUld be

be initiated, into

possibility might

Lysis in terms of

used ,in tNe tudy

9;

said chiring these

public legend and public myth. Evidence for such a

lie in the susceptibility of their fant'asy lifeto-ina,

!f
yearsato

some of theMajor conceptual paradigms that have been
4

of, folk tale and myth. 'Kirk in his analysis of myth-

ology has,suggeszed that the only truly universal aspect' of mythology

is the narrative hab t (1970). The present study, therefore was con-

ducted on children'

two year period from

freely told stories whiC-h were collected over.a

five to ten year old children. The e-deacriation of

,
the collect ion of stories and the methods used,i0'described elsewhere

AA

(Stitton7Smith, et al,,*1975). Confidence that the- acquisitio.n of ear=

rative competence is a learning of increasingly structured performances

is enhanced by Applebee's reanalysis of the Pitcher and Prelinger story

data. showing a steady increase overthat age range in children's use of

.

Finded b'v the National Institute of Education, Project #.3-4015,
Grant # NEC ..00.3.0133. Paper-presented to the American Psychological
Association, Annual Meeting, Chicago, Sept. 1975, symposium on struc-
tural approaches to fantasy.
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conventional markers (once upon a time, the use of the past tense,

fantasy characters, animals, the non use of the self; they lived happily

lever after e'ee) (1973). Applebee also found that while children-of
, 0
five years old conceded that the stories_were.not.true, it was nine years

.of age before they conceded that the characters were not true..

What this implies is that story telling is not a purely idiosyn-

.

cratic expression. Learning,to tell stories is like learning to play

I,

'. .

(..

gams,. And as the evidence, of ,the latter shows their clear implication
,

\
-

. . c,_

with cultural norms, we, therefore, have
,

reason to suppose the,

same will be true of stories.(Sutton -Smith, 1972) . This is a break with

the earlier epiphenomenal'ornprojective" tradition and is consistent

-the recent works of:Singer (1966) and,Klinger (1971) on the struc-
.

cured and problem solving character of'fahtisy. '1.1rther we.hold that--
fantasy, like play.' is A form of adaptiVe pQtentiatf On in4ich the

et

subject in: combinatorial activity d Permuta-

;

tively inherent in prior experience (Sutton-5miih'1975). In this way

a n vel repertoire of associations, is ereate'd some, of which have the po--

tential, for enterinvinto future adaptation,

Theipromise ofla structural approach to fantasy is that, among

,

other advangages, it provides ebasis for clarifying the nomotheticand_____
, . -,--

I\
. _

.'

---idiOgraPfilCeleMeniS- in' ny particular fantasy, and, therefore, improves ,
--.

0

4

the possibility of interpretation in-the individual ase. The

'";" !danger of structuralism are;----'as" usual,
(
the,dangers of considering text.-

, .

without context. Ahd while those dangers are real enough because no

s

`text has yet been formulated for this arena, such dangers lie,in the
( .'

.
1

..,._
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futn11 0 even,,VaiYugh they are currently rife elsewhere, (Kessing, 1974).
^

).
Structure, In t sent case of ehildrens' stories can mean a

number of things. I can mean slot, it can mean style, it can mean

,
granmar, it can'thean symbolis it can mean level of tension (Colby,

..

t)75). Alrhough we have initiated analyses in all these terms, the

p resenT papej ./i $ limited to our major focui, too date, wh itthl-s--tipon_
.

the Svudy".of plo, t, structure.,
.., /

From -010' be04.61'ng we have assumed that there woulzi be a number of

orce-pts- of plot-structure available to us, and thet. the It)st
.

approach to the understanding-ofthe-deve-lo--pme-n-t- of- regular

Pies in n r. iratve structure would be to csntrast someoof the available al-,

ternAtivt.S. The wigd4 of this eclecticism was forced upon us by .the,

reigning battles within folklore`;"-where various investigators have 5 r

,

verOu shclw that their own system p ovides the ultimate analysis of

narrative structure applicable to olk ta les and the like.

The two major contestants for the analysis of plot- structure

curreatly focus, in thelone case, on the characters of 'the stories

and in the ophe'r on the actions of those characters. No one as yet,
-seems to have giv' equal ,importance, as Kenneth

to 2$2.1211:54 elementg, or temporal elements, or instrumentalities-el-
A-

7-t , !
though none of. these is missing at least, in some minimal form

,.."

i 9. 11,),e p re-y,tai 114 systems . "- /
) ,..
,

, . I. Narrative Plot as Charatter 'Interactions
-- -

We have two pOssibi to sitter. /One from Levi Strauss,

And a derivation of Strau
(

y the Marandas-

. o

0
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(a) Levi Strauss:. -While Stra ss probably has a yriad ofto'
suggeations for this type of analysis,- we have focussed if one from his

e, structuralstrUctural study ofmyth where he says:
"If we keg!) in mind that mythical thought always works
from the awareness of oppositions towards their progres-
sive mediatiOn....We need only assume that two oppaslte
terms with no intermediary always tend to be replaee'd by
two equivalent terms which allow a third one as meiVator;
then one of the polar terms and the mediator becomes re-
placed by, a new tiiad and, so on." (1963, pt 62) .

in these -terms we may analyse -children's. Stories in:terms of, the

conflict-s-ketween the powt4rs that ar--(
expec ta on that these conflicts wi 1 achieve successful mediation through

e4ented-- in -them--; wi th the

Efferent characters. .-AI-n---txample of a story _inhere one seeks_ to get

th-es ort; of cyclicaldisplacegents is this one by a seven year old.girl:

On e this girl we'rit to the zoo. She went to the tigers
ca6e. He ate her up. Her mother and father came and tried
to .et her out of the tiger. the tier at up her mother
and ether. The tiger ate up the' world. Insi tiger
there was another Z A little- girl came igers
cake.; The 'end.

In an analy is of the f 60 children 'with_

5-7 years, 6-8 yea s',and 9-10 years, equally divided y s.ex, we found,

only abdut 50% in w 14' once the conflict was establislifed other charac-
.

ters entered into th picture and contributed to its 1111 ;ther development.

There was a significant tendency for girls more often tduse tech-

nique for story splutio , which'.ianeant that in the main -they,relied op an,\
alliance-w-i- a powlerful character (mo er, fa her''etc;) to overcome the

dangers of the threatening characterAmph itch eic.). This is an

important finding because iumediately suggests that this structural
,solution is relative to sex role. It cannot lup Arent ly be the sort a

4
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1

s trsctur$.1 solutiOn that would be implied in a Piagetian appriiach.
,(b-) e Marandas: The'Marandas have generated aAnore e cit

account of the way in which interaction between Character might be used 7'

as a structural wa

the c nflicts in
. are 1. Tales 4n-which

ooking at a narrative (1971)% They consider that

can be analysed into four levels.: The'se,levols

one power o erwhelms another and there is no

tempt at response; II. tales i1c which the minor power attempt S .a res-
-

polls:. but 'fails; III. tales in , hich t rhe-MliorThcr-7-7.764-nullifies e ori- let

- . .gi--n tiii-eat; IV. tales in whi'ch not only the threat. nullified but the.-
.,

. _---or igirial circumstances are s stantilly transformed. Tales of the _last
sort ale like hero taleih--Wlich having destroyed the mOnste the Prince

%\t\ re ttu-ns, marries the Princes ,andi takes over the Kingdom-. (Th ese- st
.
of tiie Marandas niay be regarded as ,stages in the development of the

*ro ,tare. pies of the stories at each level are as follows:

z evel_. I. The most co ,.- co..71.esi5onse at this level is that the,4
, /..,,, , ,/' , .

- -sub t is threatened or overcome' by, a.monsteror there is a lack-or
.

/ . / . .e privation to which )16 response is made. ,In a few cases, we are only
told of the presenCe of the monster with some. implied threat, or some-,

-..

.011 ets-e-TS hurt,. Or w ,
e seared or the inonsier is 'described. One thinks

of paralysis in '.the fa-ce o feai when seeking the biological counterparts to
z
.

this response.

Examples: / , .k
(a) This ,i's-/a story about "a igtgle. Once upon a time there
was a jungle., There wer ots o animals, but they weren't
very n-fce . A little g141 caihto the store. -She was scared.
Thena crocodile camesin Tire end. (girl, age five)

.

These stories are reprodu om an earlier publicatiori:-Sutton- ----,-------______Smith, Abrams, Botvin, raring, ildesgame and Stevens, 1975.-
N.
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(b) .The 1)okt-4:World. -In the middle of the ruing every-
hoc* get 41 puts on boxing gloves -and One of the guys
gets socked -i'ri the face and he starts bleeding. A duck comes
along---ana-sa-ys,-"Give up.' boys

t,

_ Level II. The predomin responses here are those Of- escaping- .
,or being rescue. 'The- monster, ma, be attacked' but the.att not

successful. This is what theMarandas term d medsi-a t ion.
Hi' ,

- ...- .in this subject group, 'some children convert. tle'monster into a
s .. i /

benevolent creature. One may join.with him in attacking others, or

. simply make him a nondangerous entity. On occasion, ehe benevolent
a IL- r

monster has tb persuade'rthe moth& (now the negative io ce) that be./may be takeninto the home quite safely/ Unlike most fairy tales and

to) krales-i there is little reference amongst this group- to the inter-

ference of magic err luck, an indication perhaps of the idler rather

than the outer directedness of this particular population. In most cases,
4

those who rescue us do not succeed in getting rid of the original threat
eithefe% Z->o that . these' are -level II response's.

,Example: ,Henry Tick (girl, age .10.)
1-Chapter I: A. few years aio'Henry Tick lived in a hippyts,

hair -bbt hg got a crew .cut do Henry had JO move. He went to
the dog pound but, it was closed. H ent to the pet shop fait
it was closed' tooa Finally he ou a nice basset hound. iiSd
h4' moved in, He 'got a 'god job at the circus jumping 2 inches
in mid -air into a giasi of water. . One glay he jumped but there
was no water. He was rushed to the hssp at. They put 12*
stitches in his leg. 'Well,. he never went there- again.. ends

Chapter : Orie day Henry. Tick was walking down the street when
she was lmost stepped 'on. , Ile was so startled he jumped in
'ttie shoe!'. He was in the shoe for about 15 minutes when the
person took off the shoes And put them in the closet. Henry
Jumped out and ran, into the next roorkwhich happened to j ,the
'bathrooms He jumpeeintO the toilet, by mistake of course.
Henry 'almost went' down the drain.

,/

a
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1\ -
, , ,-:; Mor.phology the Folktale (1928) he ought `to set ut-, the fundamental

.,

elements of action that cons tl'ute its basic compinents.'" He suggeste that'
i N ",-..,4 (,7the .numb'er. off these is limited 4a:that they always appear In Satn e

' . :. .
, i, .,

der. ., ,
.... ''

f. / s't- \,-, ,There are two' levels_ of action that, occur in stories a6(.73rd ing to \0,
l

:
1

Pr6.pp, priilliry and Seconda "tr. At the /primary level, there, are two bas tr.:
,....t

types. 11;ese are villainy versus villaili-Y nullified,%and lack versus. ,
- - . _.,

fackrlicipidate.i. These are the ,two elements- which were to delineate
/ _ . I /

the bourdartes1' of-ell the folk:tales with kqh ch he dealt. They might..
..be thoug h of 'as' basic systems of disequilibrium and equilibrImm restored.

O . ...i.. \
. ) .

\
, Othe primary elements include material that is preparatory, intermediate

. ; ./ - . I '>or' consequential to. the. establishment of these major boundaries. In the/
4'study. of 60 children we menttoned above'we,found sek difference With.--the..

basic type more 'Often being villainy ,boys and lack 'liquidated- for girls.. i . ---__,./ %

The seCondary functionis are the somewhat more concreeistic whys ,in
i. N.-- / -c - ,..Which hese primary functilons are, mediate . Thus villainy can be mediated.4.. . : - I

-by throat, attack, chase, vtiOlence, torture, etc. It can e nullk iett:1;y
4defens escape, release, and defeat. When we scored the numl?er of these

e .

qscu ng at,each Age level across our 134sic sample .of 60.,we4foinid an
.

amrage length of about 3.such elements for the '5-6 year olds, 4 elements

for the oil. 8 year olds, and above 6 for the'9 and 10 year ,olds ( .001).
I

There were sex d prences in these utlit'S ofJeng.th.. What tended to
,. .Occu at 5 at 6 was\that the liyadic,units ol'atrack and defense, r.

Chas d- escape tende'd siMPly to get repeated, implying perhaps a

-..primi t Ivo rover gib il I t-y. I t may pe that chase and"..escap,e , attack ands
.-------.

ciefehse, are Qui turitt I y occurring reciprocal systelir tifilri4 theicv,r44
, r . 4
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and was starting to cry but when she opened it she was glad
and the little girl took care of it and fed it milk add food
'and the little kitten lived with Lisa happily ever after.

Level IV. At this level the danger is notonW removed , there
----

.

Is a complete transformation, so thai there' is .clearly no possibili,ty

..,
ofPhis threat or this, lack of ret* urning aggin.
. t,.

// , .,

.

In the following eitai'61, the writer has a story in three chapt-

The .f first chapters has a level II ending, the second chapter has a

level 1 II ending, and' the final chapter has '.a level IV ending. Tn the
....

ers.

following data, stories are scored at the_highest level, although with

children of, these ages stories are typically at one level. .Preliminary

study of the longitudinal data indicates that children are fai'rly 'consis-

tent oven time in the level of response, bpt that is a clution which will

be reported on in a subsequent study.

Examp.le:

Mr. Hoot and the Married Lady (Level II)
One night Mr. Hoot was sitting in his house thinking why he
never had any fun. He said to.himself, "Maybe I ob'shy.
So he said to himself again that he was going tcP go ut and
get i to mischief. -He got on his coat and put o is contact
lenses an he was off. There he was strolling from bar to .bar.
Apt his fifth bar, he decided to have a drink. He pounded 'on
the table and said two martinis 'on the rocks. While he was
waiting for Iris two drinds, and chug -a-lugged them down tile hatch.
After his driliks:_he saw h .beautiful lady in the coiner of the
bar.' Sd he went over to her and 'said. "can t buy a drink?"
She replied "No thank you. I'm not finished with 'tbis one."
Then she said -"Anyway please sit down and we ill talk."

- A big guy walkips out the men's room ca , over to Mr. Hoot
and said, "Are you fooling with my* wife? /How dare you," and
picked Mr. Hoot up 'and threw him on the ground. The moral of
the story is you cant tell a married lady, f om a .single
'lady. ,

Mr. H6 and the.Stewardesi(Level III)
z

Once r. H ot was sitting in titie bar y th his friend Bobby the
Bab They were digtussing/golngio Holjytkood. Mr. Hoot



said o Bobby, "Let's go next week." So they made all the' ar-
range nts and before they knew.it they were on teh'airpiane
going to Hollywood, While they were on the airplane, Mr. Hoot
said this very attractive stewardess, So Mr. Hoot called her
over and said, "Hi, what's you name?" She s'aidz."Laura Sinch,
what's your'S?". "Harold Hoot," he said. Then he said, "How
long have you been working for the airliqes." She replied,
"Two years and seven months." Then they 'started talking'
about where they lived and other things like that. Then a
little'baboon said, "Hey would you stop ittwith the lady and
let her do what she's supposed to'bedoing." Then Harold

,

got mad and said, "Shut up., you little baboon." ,Then Bobby,
"Hey, are ybu sounding on my kind? How dare yeu."

"Oh, Bobby, butt out of this, s Harold replied. Th the
_little baboon said, "Shut up, you overgrown owl." Then they
°really started-gbingat -The/ were throwing pillows and
'suitcases at each other and cursing at eachother.----Then__
Harold gave him a good sock in the face and that was the end
of the adventure:

Mr. H6ot Ce4s Married (Level IV)
Once Harold was sitting in a restaurant at a table all by himself.
fheil he noticed there was a female awl sitting down by herself.
Mischievously he walked over and'asked her what her name was.
She saiji, "Mary Cline." Then Harold thought for a moment
and said, "Are you the girl that brake her wing when you ware
'nine years old?" Then she "What's your name and -how did
you know about laving?" "Wel V' said Harold, "I knew about
your wing because your nark ounded very familiar,*so I 'thought
back to my childhood and r membered a glirl.named Mary broke
heY windand'my name is 'Harold HOOT." 'then she said,
"You were the kid they:called Hoot the Toot." "Oh yeah," Harold
replied., "I forgdt about that." Then they started to talk
about their childhod and ate dinner together.
.After that night key went out to-dinner, to movies and

di0 lots of bth r things like Atfiat. After about a year, they
told their parents they were,going to get married. T1f ir,.
parents - agreed _and they had a wedding. .They had the mostbeautiful wedding-you-can-imagine. Poly their honeymoOn they
went to Niagara Falls, Then afEer-that_they'settled down in
a nice houSe-in ,Poughkeepsie and had boys n ed-Bobby_and
Peter.. Last and not leaat,-ffiey lived B-a-pp lY ever after.
(boy, age id)

When the stories were classified in these terms ere was reed

a significaht age trend. Older children in this sample tend to tell the

higher level stories (P ,01). We have now made the same analysis sevOolstories
,

/times an such achronolOgical age shift is alwa s forthcoming, This/
. .

time there. is no sex difference across the four levels. There is a/Ulf-
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ference in style of solution but not in. 1 vet. That'is, the boys more

often reach level 3 or 4 by having their hero overcome the villain, the

girls more often reach that level through an alliance. ,`this is cer-

-tainlv an improvement on the prior structural approach. here the sex

difference effec ivjly vitiated the system. It seems to suggest that we

maviindeed have an nvariant series, 'On the Other hand from the' cross

cultural evidence presented by the Marandas, itt is also clear that there

are many societies where, -no such belief in one's ability to overcome
4

4e fates exist, and in these cultures the Tries often do'not arise
. -

above the first or second levels, Again we find that some of oufyounger.

childreu, even five year olds, occasionally tell the fourth level stories,

and so we wonder whether or not this particular seriles of steps might not

he functionally 'related to need achievement or an in er locus,of control

etc., and thtirefore, tell us only about structural se uences in that-

particular cultural context.i We are investigating these questions.

Fortunately the longitudinal nature of our basic sample makes this possi-
,

ble; Although preliminaiy attempts to related Maranda level to locus of

control sas measured by the PPNSIE of Nowicki and Duke have not been
* .

successeul.,

II.Narrative Plot as Action Se uences'

The other major current source of notions about plot structure
J

'r

is the Russihn Vladimir Propp a formalist of the-19-2his

*
An analysis by.Tom Stevens at Cynthia Budick

4

,,sL
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Morphology

elements of

\,.
the Folktale (1928) he ought `to set u, the fundamental/ ,

/act ion that cons tipute its basic comp nents./ Fie suggeste that
. ,'/ .,._, ( ,

is liMited 4rid;that they always appear iri Same.-/
,,

... .4:' '
. st \- ,

two" levels_ of ,action that, occur in stories accord i ng to. '10

and Secondary. At the p 4rimary level, here
;

are two bastc.-..

,There are

Pr6,pp, prilary

types.' TI;e

rackrliould

the bouniiar

se are villainy versus villaifY nullified .and lack versus

ate...1. These are the two elements- which were to delineate

tes of the- f olktales with ch 'he deal t . They m i gh t...
he though cif as basic systems of disekuilibrium and equilibilum restored.

, ..... \ -
) . ,

Othe primary elements include material that is preparatory, intermediate
/ -.

or consequential to. the establishment of these major boundaries. fin the/ .
ro .`study. of 60. children we mentioned above-we,found a sex 'difference Withthe

. .,,
basic type more often being yillainy f r,boys.and lack-liquidated. for.

* .../

+c

The seeondary function's. are the somewhat more concreeistic whys ,in

primary funcOons are Mediated. Thus vkillaiiiy can be

at, attack, chase, vd_kence, torture, etc. It can 1 nullified:hy
0

,
, escape, release, and defeat. When we .scored the numker of-these

t

Which 3iese

by thr

defens

oscu1 ng at.each Age level across our basic sample .of 60.,wefoUnd an
.

a',e.rage length of about 3.such elements for the '5-6 year 'olds., 4 eleilients

for the 8 year above 6 for the'9 and 10 year olds ( .001)'
sex d grences in these units oflength. What tended to

wa that the. dyadicoinits or'attack and defense, r

There were

OC cu a at 5 at

Chas nd escape
%.

tended sitoPly to get repeated, implying perhaps a

primitive revertlibillt. It may pe that chase andifeacap'e,

cu.} t urlf ly occur ring reciprocal syste4T w'ifcti the-ph rldciefenSe, are
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-- modelg and.which become for him prototypes of true reversibility.
We know 'that,' they occur in' games at about the same time' they enter into

narrative, and the evidence from gaies is that they are at -fir-St simply

mimicked without any cognitive co ol, f o the reversibility involved..

The
. ------
finding' that t

-"
._,T at -irst lengthen by repetition is similar to. -.,

Garvey.',s nix! ing w the, turn taking rounds of early chi ldhood (1974).--,--

next step, is a srrengin -together of these secondary dyads. thus

trap-escape-, attack-escape., or s .red -aucceiisful; must go--togetheT
' .

examp les .

4

flooded - swims, loses-fl ds, io tinds ro quote, some acruol

. -
I-n a?oth'elstudy-ddrie with' a different sample .of 60 stalls w lave

,

developed alseven step structural system. based on a combinat on of Propp's
/ step

'

priimry and secondary charaete istics. In brief the steps plotted out
and tested were

1. a fragmentary leve

2. The appearan-C-C+of the primary dyads villainy and laCk, just one kw

ach story, with several other seconda y elements

increasingly systematic arrangement the seconda_ elements in

nd intermedia-te-pOSTtion, between th-ep-rima

reasing thenumber of primay dyads4.

5. Exp. ding each of these dyads with appropriate condery\elemepts

6: Me veloP-&nt of embedded primary subplots withi the ma or clad

7. Multipl subplots.

An anal sis of variance (for fixell effects) yielded a significant

'Nis was developed by 'Bo

F,



age shift oss thee categories., However, this effect for this age

to 10 years was produced mainly by a shift from level three

at age 5 -6 to level fodr at age 7-8 to level' five at ago 9.-10. Which .

means at 5-6 years we have id -this sample a basic dyad withjritermediaie

secondary functions. By 7-8 years we have an 'expansion of these mult1i
,

dyads by intervening elements.

What is interesting in this system is that there seem,to be only
41.

two qualitatively novel steps. When the dyad, first appears at leVel 2

as away of organizing the story this is a major step forward. All sub -,
.,

\ __,'.sequent. steps until level 6, which has subplots, seem more- to be exten-
,',

..
, .

4.. ,Sions and enlargements2using-these-basiminciples. One migiveargue
----,

. . --_____
at the structural system lie two components, an addition of 66-0----___

_principles, and an_increase-in-the-Earryingcapacity of those principles:-

r ' . T
/' .4' 1

. -a.,

. ,, ia'
O ....,Ar'' '4

-:-

.

\ , ,

This is' an important because Applebee inhja analysis of the
,

( .,

\\\ Complexity of the Pitcher and l!elinger tales found that s1mpre measure.

.

,\af complexity.(such as number' of words, character's, incidents, ere:)
ald\pot &wary withlhis,structural measure of coMplexIty_which-was-based

on Vygptsky's analysis'of the developemn.t of Concepts-(from heaps, through

complexes-to-chains) (1973). With age held constant-each form of com-

plexity ana sis-moved along aseparate Path. Similarly in our wn analy-

,

sis of number bf elements above we did not.find any 'sex differences.

sis (where' the dyad includes subplots)

\
the\ sixth levelHoWever, when

\\_

was applied, a strong sex di

What this appears\to mean is that while boys and.girls,did not differ

cIgnitivel9 in terms of ti of elements they can..st-ore In telling a

I ference in favor ofthe girls wasfound.

14
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story; when it comes to organizing the story the girls are at a higher,

\
level. It may be 'easier., for them to manage the primary., element of lack, .-

4 .

and lack liquidated than it it for the boys, to\manage villatnf and..,

, P -, .
lavi 1 lAi.cy ntil-WIed . The culture may provide the girls with their

, ....si
paradigm fbr solution at an earlier age thanit provides them for boys.

,ThOtrys may have to await pre-adolescence to gain a feeling .of sk i 11
.

111 over looking villains. This must be a quite tentative proposal, however,
O

\-For in a sub-sequent analysis of sex difference dissimilar even though

:sign ;f.l.cant results wee obtained. The general _point- we would like\\\
make is that, t he ,discov.ery of 'developmental differences without sex .

4 19

cliffrenCes may -perhaps lie t;atcen to imply a,true developmeqtal change,

whereas The app-earancle of sex, differences came used as an example of

cultural sex tole typing affecting the character of the structures heIng
-

considered.

HI. A Piagetian analysis

As an'alternative to focussing on either character or on actions

pet- se, in our most recent cork- w..e have adopted not -ions from;Piagetian

gnitive theory 'and looked for manifeStation of conservation and reversi-'
. . .

bility whetber. in character or 'actions.

In this study' the story collection was extended down to\two year olds,

because we had found the Pitcher-and Prelinger materials appeared to have

.too much adult filtering in them. The levels of development formulated on
. .

all the story data from Z to 10 year olds was as follows:

*rq
This, study was formulated by Dan Mahony.

-

is ,

4



Stage I: Free Association. (under 2 years)

The earliest tales uf children are fragmentary and without
"

central themes nor sequential organization. CharaCters and actions:are.

not systematically related, Th 4re are sentences',es', 'but they do not to

us to be connected. Of cpUtse in fhe'child they might be. Howe ' , ;no

story is conveyed and 1-s,p heave it at that.
. k,-

Stage II: Conservation of Main Character (2 years)
1

o
I

k I Ia) Now therein the same character from the beginning' to ,end,: but

he is the only character in the story. There isnbie else. The story

is entirely egocentric perhaps, but at, least tae centi-altharacter is

throughout: The airplanes f few by in the Sky And after he f lew
flew down in the park. This goes up in thcairport. It had
a little accident and it had to f ix It. The airplane fell
down. (2" year old)

(III)) Then other charadters appear, but they ha've, no .:reality apart 'from

their relationships to the main, character

The Doggie
The doggie jumped over the fence. The doggie went on the swing.
He' swinged on a swing.' And he was in a park. The doggie

e doggie jumped over a truck. The fense wriggled Away. (2: Year old)

ped oventhe ,bike. The doggie jumped' over the bear.
_

Stage III: Conserved and Co-ordinated Others (3.,years)

At stage 2 there are. others-'in the story but themain cliaracte
o

egocentric, the others act upon .or are acted upon by the main char

but there is no

\

co-ordinatl.on of their actions or between them. As
I

spatial deveiOpment the' child initially coordinates, all things, to him-

self and only later coordlliates the objects to each other., Also we dOw

begin to get the conserved

.),
° ,e414.< 47:

Oa.

other. The tither character is meat faded several

xi
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r",tize. Heapfrears'and reappears,: Here is an example from a 3 year old girl_.
. _ , .

-....,

The monster and spider malt .- .0-

,

,-x The girl cried. He named 'Ho*. He hurts girls. He. go away.
.- ":

The end. ,

(Mb) At 0-1161Cond half of theis stage interactions develop amongst

the other characters also, Theirs is an, objectification of theft

tiont.hipS:. Thus a'four year old says: 0117

Once there was a robber and then a girt was lost. And the
ber came and put her in ,jail. -And then the police came

and ot'her our of jail. And thekthe police put the robber
injail:

They are co-ordinated t ethr4as well as *to the main character.

-Stage TIbt-COmservation ears)-

Ibese vpeious interactions c tinue their di,relopment`ot "co-ordina-
.

tion.and-zaIliance. it seems that all =nces first occur -4 mongst the .others,

from 4 onwards, and ampngst ,central chara ers not until nice years or

so. Sub,group4alliances appear to come after'that.

However,at age 5-6 years the majoYirew event is the emergence of

plot conservation. The child is concerned with uniting 6te.. actions of

-1,
the story in some .argani2ed way. There tends to be an initial state

\----/ ,

(111 of 'clay), t e middl transitional state (rolled. to a sausage) and

the return to to first state (ball again). The initial state is usually

in, the home or some Fell equilibrated place. Then there is action and dan-

,

',.
ger ftlqexhere. , Finally there is a return to the original situation. We

have a reversibility pf events in narrative just as. tae, have them in

//
phySical conservation. he child apparently feels 'compelled tpac(count

,
f,?1- the continuing state of things.,

''
4

17
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1111 tall you a story. He's going to be a pumpkin man.
Once upon a time there was a pumpk4n.man. And he lived
in a little, pumpkin house. close by the city, And he
wanted to gb to the city..., So he went to the pumpkin
mobile and he went faster than the speed of a bullets
more-powerfutthan a locomotor. . He could go down the
.highest hill in a single bound. And he went, so fast
that he past the store that he wanted to go to. Then
when -he got back home he went to bed. And that's the
end. (3 year old)

In this analysis a fundamental shift has occurred from stage 2 Ale
.

3 to stage 4. The earlier stages are, based on the analysis of charac-

rer'conservation, the .1..aler on the basis of action reversal. It i,S no-

Ticeable

P-roppian

the same

that the present conservation of pfk strucrure, and the
(-

appearance of-th dyad-as the-ciintrolling Kt-picture occur at

time (5-0 as does Maranda's stage 1 "(being Overcome). They

are all _different ways of talking about the,,same'phenomenon. According

To this Piagetian analysis the implication is that` character and inler-

actioil gets co-ordinated before action, character'from 2-5 years, and

action. thereafter,
'

Stage V:Reversible Plot Structure (Su plots)'

Towards & and 9 years, the simple and reversible plotsequence, ,

4 1 . .N,_.._

is-modified by the addition of parallel sequences of a subordinate order.

1
.

Words like while and meanwhi* appear (meanwhile back at the ranch).
.

The child can now hold one plot in mindwhile developing the sub plot,

and then can return to the first plot. He is into two dimensional
. .

------...:,
. -

classific tion. ) There is further organization-into chapters which are

initfalily simple chaiiia-but soZSn they acquire tha reversible Vructure.'

Some boys Were playing baseball. A man tame and said
they couldn't play there. "Why can't we play, we're in
our awn backyard." 10h I never knew it was your back-
yard."

The mother came. home and said it was time to come and

1.8
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play inside becauselt was going to rain. So they
came in and played illar e. Later they went out and
played more baseball(. (ei t year old)

TU sum, we haiiejn this Pi' g- sequence, conservation of main

character, conservation of others, onservation of plot (as reversibility),
'

then reversibility of plot through arallel plot. There are obviously

later stages but these haven' t bee analysed as yet. All:the pilot

study indications are that this is an invariant sequence as'we might

expect.
_

-

Otte might use the metaphor of the musical stave to suggest that the
.,,,.........../

--. e
,x

charactvrs are like the notes which are first differentiated, and- conserved
: -C w ;i

.,
and the actions are like the bars or measures -t.th,,ich,/subsequently take on--,.

----- ---- .

,

.

--- .
.

regularity j*ist as. they did in the history of music.

Conclusion

.
.

'[he question wag raised whether children's transition from home ,t6

school 441 4 to 8,-years a.c.companied. by t in ihe char#c ter of
7

fantasy from amore private to a more public character. It was argued

that if freel3 told and idiosyncratic stories could beoXide susceptible

.

to structural analysis which had_been_tound appropriate =in to mythology

and folktales, and if there was a logical .de'.*elopment manifested in chil
r-

'story telling, then the thesis could indeed be maintained that their s

ies indicated a transition (an initiation:'prOcess) into public legend

Their, stories could both be regarded as the underbelly of

an_index-of -their;socializatkon-Inta-thai same mythology.

It was found that structural analyses of plot derived

-have

our my tholgy

frOM Levi-
:

Strauss, Vladimir Propp and Piaget allAthe value in,ifetert develop-
, _

1:9
a,
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mental shifts. Our preference at th- moment is for the Plagetin analysis,

as it is relatively more conten free than the other systems. FC deals

,
with the same materials, but in terms of their operativity nathe Than

,

in terms of their content. The Piagetian analysis subsumes t ',othe/ r convert-

ing their "structural" approaches into content for its own pu ses. .

Thus it isnot a questi n of c ho ovekcomes who (as to the MarAnda analysis),
---,

.....--

.or of which sequence recedes which other, (villa y before attack), but
'I/

.
?.

of the changing lexibility of the children in the use and reversal, of

6 these structures. 1

,,.

1

/ -'44*;
4

0.

x-f

7

$

.
/
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